
M Rosé

Grenache, Cinsault, Syrah

AOC Côte de Provence
Low-temperature fermentation

The mix of Grenache and Cinsault gives wonderful notes of peach and orange to this 

rosé. The taste is really refreshing and  round, the finish is long and the aftertaste 
delicate.

La Vie en Rose sparkling
50% Grenache, 40% Cinsault, 10% Syrah
IGP Mediterranee

Low-temperature fermentation

Sweet on the nose, the palate has depth and some rich flavors with a mix of black 

and  red fruits. The layers of the fruit give complexity with the ripeness of the fruit 

giving  fleshy richness at the back.Very thin bubbles in this sparkling, the palate is 

refreshing.

Available in 75cl

This wine has a very pale color, slightly salmon and very bright crystal. The nose  

unveils delicate and light notes of white fruits like pear and litchi and some citrus. On  

the palate, the attack is fresh and develops a beautiful balance between mineral  

freshness and sweet touch.

Available in 75cl

Les Cannissons
Grenache, Cinsault, Syrah, Carignan
AOC Côte de Provence
Low-temperature fermentation

This wine presents a pale pink robe with pearl reflects. The nose is both intense 

and  complex. It leads to white peach and strawberry aromas. The attack is vivid 

followed  by a soft structure. The finish is long and the taste extremely well-

balanced.

l

Cuvée Prestige
60% Grenache, 35% Cinsault, 5% Syrah

In vats

AOC Côtes de Provence  

This sweet wine has a pale pink rose dress. On the nose, it is possible to 

distinguish  scents of English candy and strawberry. On the palate, fresh grapefruit 

and peach  aromas are in harmony.

Available in 75cl

Milady
Plou & Fils
50% Gamay, 50% Cabernet Franc
AOC Touraine Amboise

Low-temperature fermentation

The structure, the strength and the aromatic 

persistence of The Lunar  Collection Rosé reveal 

an excellent rosé wine.

A real delight with Provencal dishes, seafood and, 

above all, grilled meat  and fish

Moon

Château D’Astros
Caladoc,Cinsault, Grenache 

Low Temperature Fermentation

Pick Your Pink Box 

#RoseAllTheWAy


